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RISK MANAGEMENT BEST PRACTICES

The scope of the “risk manager” role has increased considerably over the last 20 years. The global financial crisis shone a spotlight on the importance of sound risk management practices and as a result, risk managers have become an even more critical business partner. Today, traditional risk capabilities such as credit and market risk are still necessary, but with increasing regulatory demands, changes in technology and the ever-changing needs of clients, risk managers are expected to bring to bear experience within compliance, AML, regulatory (FBO, CCAR, etc.) and operational risk, data management and analysis, stress testing, business experience and much more. With the required skills and capabilities of risk managers changing at an ever-quicking pace, how are organizations like RBC training, developing and recruiting the top risk talent of tomorrow?

MANAGING IN A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

In a changing global economy, what constitutes risk has changed as well. Credit risk, which has expanded over the years to include multiple facets, is an important part of risk management, but the risk management discipline is so much more today.

Post the 2008 global financial crisis, the risk function is dealing with many risks beyond the credit risk environment. Financial institutions now have a significant focus on market risk, which includes securities, fixed income, equities and foreign exchange.

The 2008 global financial crisis also increased the focus on liquidity risk. Each financial crisis seems to be a little different at the time, and with the benefit of hindsight, there is an opportunity to learn and then apply those learnings to help avoid history repeating itself.

Another area which continues to increase in importance is operational risk, which covers a number of areas including cyber risk, sales practices, operational services, etc. Reputational risk is also significant to organizations as reputation is a huge strength for financial institutions and needs to be protected Strategic risk, which examines, for example how an organization will grow in a low growth environment, and how it will adjust to technological changes that could disrupt its business model, must also be explicitly considered.

Risk management is therefore a dynamic and ever-changing responsibility.

Factors that are now taken into consideration by risk professionals include:

- **Macroeconomic variables (e.g., oil prices)**
- **Market impacts of political regimes**
- **Stress testing that measures vulnerabilities to severe events which could adversely impact the organization**
- **Addressing volume and pace of regulatory change and evolving requirements (e.g., AML, IFRS 9, BCBS 239, Basel IV)**
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- Operational risks such as systems failures, human error, fraud and cyber security
- Risks associated with third party service providers and outsourcing arrangements
- Technology driven innovation and changes to the traditional mode such as digital, mobile and social interactions and disruption to the traditional financial services model

NEW PERSPECTIVE, NEW TOOLS

Recognizing the need to increase their employees’ awareness and understanding of risk language internally, RBC developed a Risk Pyramid to help identify and categorize its principal risks in new and existing businesses, products, acquisitions and alliances. The principal risks facing RBC have historically been organized vertically from the top of the Pyramid to its base according to the relative degree of control and influence RBC has over each risk type. A review in 2015 augmented the placement of principal risks within the Pyramid to include the dimension of risk drivers. Four risk drivers were identified that reflected the key factors that influence whether or not the principal risks materialize. These risk drivers are: Macroeconomic, Strategic, Execution and Transaction/Positional:

- **Macroeconomic**: Adverse changes in the macroeconomic environment in which we operate can lead to a partial or total collapse of the real economy or the financial system in any of the regions in which we have a presence. Examples include a rapid deterioration in the Canadian housing market, severe North American recession, downturn in China, etc.

- **Strategic**: The strategic choices made in terms of business mix will determine how the risk profile changes. Examples include strategic expansion of risk appetite to accommodate increased exposure to leveraged financing or commercial real estate, acquisitions, responding to the threats posed by non-traditional competitors, responding to proposed changes in the regulatory framework, etc.

- **Execution**: The complexity and scope of a financial institutions operations across the globe exposes the institution to operational and regulatory compliance risks, including fraud, money laundering, cyber threats, conduct/fiduciary risk, etc.

- **Transactional/Positional**: This driver of risk presents a more traditional risk perspective. This involves the risk of credit or market losses arising from the transactions and balance sheet positions undertaken every day.

Another change to RBC’s Risk Pyramid was the relocation of regulatory compliance risk from the base of the pyramid to the same level as operational risk to align more clearly with the concept of these risk drivers.

Global risks and trends that could impact an institution also need to be identified and considered as part of the strategic risk assessment. The Global Risk Institute’s Global Risks and Trends Framework (GRAFT) is structured to help organizations identify and assess potential impacts.
WHAT EXPERIENCES DO RISK MANAGERS NEED TODAY?

RBC’s focus today is to develop risk managers so that they can acquire a breadth of experience across multiple risk disciplines. Traditional risk capabilities such as credit and market risk are still necessary; however, these skills are no longer sufficient on their own. The desired capabilities are also shifting with the changing regulatory landscape. Increasingly, risk managers are expected to bring experience within compliance, anti-money laundering, regulatory (FBO, CCAR, etc.) and operational risk, in addition to business experience. With changes in technology, also comes increased focus on developing risk managers who bring high proficiency in data management and analysis, mathematical modelling, programming and stress testing.

There is an increased understanding that developing and deepening leadership capabilities are vital because ultimately, our leaders shape the future. The role of a leader includes identifying first and foremost those who can act as stewards of the enterprise to service clients, drive and reinvent strategy as appropriate, work effectively within and across boundaries and build the next generation of talent.

Leaders need to set the tone and act with integrity in everything they do. They need to be role models for their teams – take action where necessary, deal with uncertainties, be accountable, engage their employees and create an environment where people find meaning in their work and know how important their contribution is to a firm’s success. This drives growth while changing the way we work, breaking familiar patterns to work in a more customer centric manner, simplifying and being more agile.

It has also become a more common expectation that risk managers have business experience such as marketing, sales, account management, which is often easier to do earlier in career. When developing risk managers, there needs to be deliberate and focused planning through professional development programs, cross platforms experiences and rotational programs, especially for the top talent. Supporting and enabling client facing experiences and increasing breadth of experience across different risk disciplines helps to foster connectivity and understanding between the risk function and the business it supports. This leads to stronger and more mature risk managers. Rather than being viewed as an impediment, risk managers need to be seen as strategic partners and colleagues, able to foster mutual appreciation with the business while also in a position to interact with and challenge other firm functions.

The next generation of risk managers will not only need to provide a higher degree of client focus, agility, strategic orientation, global perspective, innovation and business acumen to remain competitive; they will also need to have a growth mindset, understand how to engage employees and actively sponsor and develop talent. Employees are an organization’s key differentiator and their development and engagement level is something that leaders can directly influence.

CONTINUED FOCUS ON DIVERSITY

If the rise of new innovations has shown us one thing, it’s that the way we did things in the past may not lead us to success in the future. In the same way, we now know that diversity and inclusion are key ingredients to driving successful risk management approaches and ultimately, sustainable business growth.

To best support an increasingly diverse and global client base, organizations need to ensure that their employees reflect that diversity. Diversity is imperative for innovation and growth. By understanding and leveraging different perspectives, experiences and cultures, an organization is able to tap into perspectives and approaches that wouldn’t otherwise be considered.

This diversity in perspective is also needed to broaden our thinking about risks.
THE INCREASING ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY

Technological advances are reshaping financial services, presenting both challenges and opportunities. New ways are being found to transcend traditional industry barriers and deliver compelling and differentiated client value propositions. For example, big data, and exploration of predictive analytics capabilities, will help banks to glean insights from structured and unstructured data repositories.

While technical innovations will be a competitive advantage for some financial institutions, they also pose new and previously unexplored risks.

Ongoing development of risk technology and resiliency through cyber security initiatives and ongoing technological innovation will continue to help financial institutions better prepare for the changing landscape.

For risk managers, the shift to analytics focus will be significant over the coming decade.

Big data, for example, enables risk functions to use structured and unstructured customer information to help them make better credit risk decisions, detect financial crime and predict losses.

Machine learning also improves the accuracy of risk models through the detection of non-linear patterns in large data sets and could have large scale implications for risk managers.

IDENTIFYING THE RIGHT TALENT

Building future leaders begins with recruiting for key skills and behaviours. Organizations must look for risk candidates who, have an analytical mindset and who bring relevant business experience in areas such as business or functional areas such as capital markets or finance. A Masters or PHD in a quantitative discipline is an increasingly desirable designation. For external candidates in particular, it is especially important to look for people who display behaviours in alignment with the organization’s values

At RBC, we identify high potential talent from our internal employee population based not only on performance, but also on indicators that show potential for growth at an accelerated rate. High potential employees have aptitude to grow into a senior leader, i.e., they are broad thinkers who take decisive action, stand out amongst their peers and are aligned to RBC’s Leadership Model:

- Drive to Impact
- Adapt Quickly, Always Learn
- Unlock the Potential of Our People

Talent identification starts early in a career and differentiates those employees who are in consideration for senior leadership roles. Additionally, throughout the year, the senior management team discuss talent needs and opportunities within their teams. These discussions enable the leaders to discuss top talent and determine any gaps or development opportunities to ensure the employee is/will be successful.

PLANNING FOR THE RIGHT ROLES

The market for risk talent globally is tight, particularly in a period of heightened regulatory scrutiny, hence financial institutions are finding they are increasingly challenged by a competitive environment when recruiting risk professionals. Common challenges include extensive time to fill given the specialized nature of the work, increased competition from more established firms, and the fact that candidates often have a choice of where they want to live and work. Risk professionals also have new options available to them as fin-techs and more traditional technology companies put increased focus on building their risk management functions.

There remains a need to balance hiring early career talent (with the intention of overseeing their development)
with experienced hires who bring a critical skill that is required. To stay competitive and seek out and attract the best talent, financial institutions need to continue to source for experienced hires, both internally and externally. At the same time, they need to identify critical skill set gaps where early talent hires would add immediate value or shorter term succession potential for senior roles.

Competition for risk professionals is significant and places further pressure on banks to develop tomorrow’s risk leaders from within. This means succession and retention planning for senior leadership roles, and continued focus on the active development of all employees, with differentiated development of high potential talent.

Robust succession plans for leadership roles within the risk management function are necessary and these need to be reviewed regularly to maintain their strength. Annual activities that strengthen succession planning and development processes should include targets around developmental moves, proactively developing external talent with diverse and critical skills, creating a strong university campus recruitment presence, and accelerating development of high potential women and visible minorities.

High potential talent development is designed to provide foundational skills while also supporting a tailored approach to individual development needs. Knowing that a lot of this development will not happen in the classroom, RBC looks at three different ways of providing future risk managers the right development in their early career:

- **Experience** – Cross platform moves, stretch assignments, special projects, rotational assignments
- **Exposure** – Assessments, sponsorship, mentoring programs, coaching (internal and external)
- **Education** – Internal leadership development programs, external leadership development, major educational sponsorships and business and functional specific development programs

**CONCLUSION**

Risk management is something all employees are accountable for — all employees have a shared responsibility for doing what’s right, which contributes to the company’s strength and stability and helps its client thrive and communities prosper. How risk is assessed and measured to capitalize on opportunities and how it is analyzed and mitigated to protect the business, competitive position and reputation is integral to an organization’s success.

Risk management has evolved significantly over the last two decades and, with it, so has the role of the risk manager. One of the responsibilities of leaders is to help guide employees toward clear and sometimes diverse paths that encourage them to pursue advancement opportunities and leadership roles. To develop risk managers for tomorrow, it is incredibly important to have targeted development plans in place, to be transparent with future leaders about their required development and to provide them with opportunities to gain the breadth and depth of the required experience. By developing and empowering our leaders, we enable them to drive change, shape and strengthen culture, impact employee engagement and performance and ultimately position their organization for greater success.
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